Heuchera DOLCE® Series

DOLCE® Heuchera are easy to grow and extremely versatile. These varieties are popular in both the landscape and combination containers because of their year-round foliage interest and the ease of blending with other plants.

Heuchera DOLCE® ‘Appletini’ PPAF

WGI Introduction
HEUAP20, HEUAP72 (Coral Bells) The perfect combination of lime foliage and red flowers! Medium sized, lime green leaves have a silver overlay. Dark rose red stems hold rich ruby red flowers, starting in early summer. This plant occasionally reblooms into fall.
8-10in/18-24in/ESu-LSu/Z4-9/20 & 72ct
All propagation prohibited.

Heuchera DOLCE® ‘Blackberry Ice’ PP26788

WGI Introduction
H. villosa Hybrid
HEUBI20, HEUBI72 (Coral Bells) This vigorous grower forms a robust clump of remarkably iridescent purple leaves with black veining. Foliage develops a luminescent pewter overlay in summer. Produces cream flowers on reddish scapes without vernalization.
10-12in/20-26in/MSu/Z4-9/20 & 72ct
All propagation prohibited.

Proven Winners® label and container required for all DOLCE® Heuchera. Recommended Finish Size: Premium 1-GL

x/x/x/x = foliage height / scape height (where applicable) / bloom time / zone / size offered
Heuchera DOLCE® BRAZEN RAISIN™
('Inheubrara' PP27568)

Heuchera DOLCE® CINNAMON CURLS™
('Inheuredfu' PP25648)

Heuchera DOLCE® ‘Silver Gumdrop’ PPAF
(WGI Introduction)
H. villosa

Heuchera DOLCE® Series

DOLCE® Heuchera are easy to grow and extremely versatile. These varieties are popular in both the landscape and combination containers because of their year-round foliage interest and the ease of blending with other plants.

Heuchera DOLCE® BRAZEN RAISIN™: Large, nearly matte black leaves form a dense mound topped with deep red, proportional scapes carrying showy panicles of hot pink buds. Flowers open pale pink to white with a hot pink base. Blooms without vernalization. Occasionally reblooms in fall. 8-10in/18-24in/MSu/Z4-9/20 & 72ct

All propagation prohibited.

Heuchera DOLCE® CINNAMON CURLS™: This classy selection forms a tidy, compact mound of glossy, ruffled leaves in a blend of coppery orange, red, and purple tones. Spring color is fiery orange-red. Grown for its beautiful foliage; insignificant flowers. 8-12in/18in/ESu-LSu/Z4-9/20 & 72ct

All propagation prohibited.

Heuchera DOLCE® ‘Silver Gumdrop’ PPAF: Unlike other silver Heucheras, ‘Silver Gumdrop’ has vibrant pink flowers instead of the typical white. A smaller scale Heuchera with silver, iridescent leaves and a semi-glossy finish. Leaves take on a rosy blush overtone later in the season. 6-8in/20-24in/ESu-LSu/Z4-9/20 & 72ct

All propagation prohibited.
Heuchera PRIMO™ ‘Black Pearl’ PPAF

WGI Introduction

H. villosa Hybrid
HEUBP20, HEUBP72 (Coral Bells) Meet the new standard in black Heuchera! Forms a dense habit of shiny, jet black leaves with scalloped, ruffled edges and rosy purple undersides. Keeps its intense black color even in full sun. White flowers are held in pink calyaxes (requires vernalization to bloom).
8-10in/18-20in/MSu/Z4-9/20 & 72ct
All propagation prohibited.

Heuchera PRIMO™ ‘Pretty Pistachio’ PPAF

WGI Introduction

H. villosa Hybrid
HEUPT20, HEUPT72 (Coral Bells) A big and beautiful perennial! Leaves are chartreuse in spring and mellow to lime green in summer. Huge, 5in wide clusters of medium pink flowers appear all summer long. Flowers dry on the stems to a lovely raspberry color. Best in filtered sun or afternoon shade.
8-10in/20-24in/ESu-LSu/Z4-9/20 & 72ct
All propagation prohibited.

NEW! Heuchera PRIMO™ ‘Wild Rose’ PPAF

WGI Introduction

H. villosa Hybrid
HEUWR20, HEUWR72 (Coral Bells) A dense habit of large, bright rosy purple leaves with deep charcoal gray veining. The prominent dark veining causes the foliage color to pop. Upright, dark burgundy rose flower scapes have matching dark buds that open to rosy pink flowers.
8-10in/18-22in/MSu/Z4-9/20 & 72ct
All propagation prohibited.
Heuchera ‘Caramel’ PP16560

H. villosa Hybrid

HEUCL20, HEUCL72 (Coral Bells) Popular selection prized for its vigor and densely robust habit. Forms a rounded mound of large, fuzzy leaves that range in color from apricot to amber depending on light levels and temperature. Cream flowers. From Thierry Delabroye.

12in/14in/MSu/Z4-9/20 & 72ct

Asexual propagation prohibited.

Heuchera ‘Citronelle’ PP17934

H. villosa Hybrid

HEUCI20, HEUCI72 (Coral Bells) Robust, citron yellow hybrid with silvered undersides. Chartreuse in heavier shade. Appreciates more shade than other villosa hybrids. Cream flowers. Sport of ‘Caramel’ with the same compact habit. From Thierry Delabroye.

12in/14in/MSu/Z4-9/20 & 72ct

Asexual propagation prohibited.

Heuchera ‘Georgia Peach’ PP19375

H. villosa Hybrid

HEUGP20, HEUGP72 (Coral Bells) Spectacular glowing peach colored leaves with a light silver overlay measuring up to 8in across give this plant incredible impulse appeal. Makes a fantastic specimen in containers and in the landscape. Creamy white flowers.

14in/30in/ESu/Z4-9/20 & 72ct

Asexual propagation prohibited.
Heuchera ‘Grape Expectations’ PP26894

WGI Introduction
H. villosa Hybrid
HEUGE20, HEUGE72 (Coral Bells) An excellent grower, very uniform in production. Forms a dense, upright mound of broad, thick and durable, vibrant grape purple leaves with black veins. Holds its color well, then develops a bright silver overlay in the heat of summer. Creamy white flowers. Good performance in southern zones. 16in/32-36in/ESu/Z4-9/20 & 72ct
Asexual propagation prohibited.

Heuchera ‘Lava Lamp’ PP26761

WGI Introduction
H. villosa Hybrid
HEULL20, HEULL72 (Coral Bells) This robust grower forms billowy mass of large, rounded, coppery purple leaves which are bright copper orange in spring. Deep purple scapes carry the cream flowers in early summer. Terrific in landscapes and large containers. 8-12in/20in/LSp-MSu/Z4-9/30 & 72ct
Asexual propagation prohibited.

Heuchera ‘Obsidian’ PP14836

WGI Introduction
H. villosa Hybrid
HEUOB20, HEUOB72 (Coral Bells) Deep purplish-black leaves that are splashed with hot pink in spring. As the season progresses, the spots lighten to creamy pink. Insignificant flowers. 10in/24in/ESu/Z4-9/20 & 72ct
Asexual propagation prohibited.
**Heuchera ‘Plum Pudding’**
HEUPL20, HEUPL72 (Coral Bells) This classic coral bells forms a broad clump of plum purple leaves with a pewter overlay, darker veining, and deep purple undersides. Dainty cream flowers appear on tall scapes. Dependable and easy to grow.

**Heuchera ‘Rose Quartz’**
WGI Introduction
HEURQ20, HEURQ72 (Coral Bells) Newest leaves emerge dusty rose and transition to light pewter with charcoal veining. Dusty rose color lingers on the pewter leaves for an extended time. Forms a dense but petite habit. Rosy pink buds open to cream flowers on proportionate flower stems.

**Heuchera ‘Twist of Lime’**
PPAF
WGI Introduction
HEUTL20, HEUTL72 (Coral Bells) Incredibly wavy, chartreuse yellow leaves. Perhaps one of our brightest yellow Heucheras. Ruffling becomes less pronounced as the foliage matures. For best yellow color, site in dappled shade or morning sun. Cream flowers appear in early summer.

**Heuchera ‘You’re So Vein’**
PPAF
WGI Introduction
HEUYV20, HEUYV72 (Coral Bells) Chartreuse leaves with scalloped edges form an impeccable, full habit. New leaf growth has chartreuse veining and bronze red coloring that closely follows the vein. Flowers are very bright, almost fluorescent pink with lighter pink calyxes giving a bicolor look.

Asexual propagation prohibited.
Heucherella **FUN AND GAMES®** Collection

**Heucherella FUN AND GAMES®** *‘Eye Spy’* PPAF

*WGI Introduction*

HERES20, HERES72 (Foamy Bells) Bubble-gum pink flowers appear in spring and bloom without vernalization. In spring, large, dissected leaves emerge amber yellow with deep rose centers that vein out to the edges of the leaves. Leaves mellow to bright chartreuse green with a silver overlay.

8-10in/16in/LSp/Z4-9/20 & 72ct ⚠️

All propagation prohibited.

**Heucherella FUN AND GAMES®** *‘Hopscotch’* PPAF

*WGI Introduction*

H. villosa Hybrid

HERHO20, HERHO72 (Foamy Bells) Leaves emerge red with dark red centers early in spring, before lightening to bronze red. Lobed leaves create a unique lacy texture in the garden. The leaves mellow to deep green later in the season. Cream flowers.

10-12in/16-20in/LSp/Z4-9/20 & 72ct ⚠️

All propagation prohibited.

**Heucherella FUN AND GAMES®** *‘Red Rover’* PPAF

*WGI Introduction*

H. villosa Hybrid

HERRR20, HERRR72 (Foamy Bells) Newest leaves in spring are coppery red, a brighter red than ‘Hopscotch’. Large, deeply lobed, finger-like leaves have burgundy red centers. The leaves mellow to olive green later in the season with rich, red fall color. Burgundy rose stems hold creamy white flowers.

6-8in/28-34in/LSp/Z4-9/20 & 72ct ⚠️

All propagation prohibited.

*Proven Winners®* label and container required for all **FUN AND GAMES®** Heucherella. Recommended Finish Size: Premium 1-GL

---

Heucherella **FUN AND GAMES®** Collection

**Heucherella FUN AND GAMES®** *‘Eye Spy’* PPAF

*WGI Introduction*

HERES20, HERES72 (Foamy Bells) Bubble-gum pink flowers appear in spring and bloom without vernalization. In spring, large, dissected leaves emerge amber yellow with deep rose centers that vein out to the edges of the leaves. Leaves mellow to bright chartreuse green with a silver overlay.

8-10in/16in/LSp/Z4-9/20 & 72ct ⚠️

All propagation prohibited.

**Heucherella FUN AND GAMES®** *‘Hopscotch’* PPAF

*WGI Introduction*

H. villosa Hybrid

HERHO20, HERHO72 (Foamy Bells) Leaves emerge red with dark red centers early in spring, before lightening to bronze red. Lobed leaves create a unique lacy texture in the garden. The leaves mellow to deep green later in the season. Cream flowers.

10-12in/16-20in/LSp/Z4-9/20 & 72ct ⚠️

All propagation prohibited.

**Heucherella FUN AND GAMES®** *‘Red Rover’* PPAF

*WGI Introduction*

H. villosa Hybrid

HERRR20, HERRR72 (Foamy Bells) Newest leaves in spring are coppery red, a brighter red than ‘Hopscotch’. Large, deeply lobed, finger-like leaves have burgundy red centers. The leaves mellow to olive green later in the season with rich, red fall color. Burgundy rose stems hold creamy white flowers.

6-8in/28-34in/LSp/Z4-9/20 & 72ct ⚠️

All propagation prohibited.

*Proven Winners®* label and container required for all **FUN AND GAMES®** Heucherella. Recommended Finish Size: Premium 1-GL

---

Heucherella **FUN AND GAMES®** Collection

**Heucherella FUN AND GAMES®** *‘Eye Spy’* PPAF

*WGI Introduction*

HERES20, HERES72 (Foamy Bells) Bubble-gum pink flowers appear in spring and bloom without vernalization. In spring, large, dissected leaves emerge amber yellow with deep rose centers that vein out to the edges of the leaves. Leaves mellow to bright chartreuse green with a silver overlay.

8-10in/16in/LSp/Z4-9/20 & 72ct ⚠️

All propagation prohibited.

**Heucherella FUN AND GAMES®** *‘Hopscotch’* PPAF

*WGI Introduction*

H. villosa Hybrid

HERHO20, HERHO72 (Foamy Bells) Leaves emerge red with dark red centers early in spring, before lightening to bronze red. Lobed leaves create a unique lacy texture in the garden. The leaves mellow to deep green later in the season. Cream flowers.

10-12in/16-20in/LSp/Z4-9/20 & 72ct ⚠️

All propagation prohibited.

**Heucherella FUN AND GAMES®** *‘Red Rover’* PPAF

*WGI Introduction*

H. villosa Hybrid

HERRR20, HERRR72 (Foamy Bells) Newest leaves in spring are coppery red, a brighter red than ‘Hopscotch’. Large, deeply lobed, finger-like leaves have burgundy red centers. The leaves mellow to olive green later in the season with rich, red fall color. Burgundy rose stems hold creamy white flowers.

6-8in/28-34in/LSp/Z4-9/20 & 72ct ⚠️

All propagation prohibited.

*Proven Winners®* label and container required for all **FUN AND GAMES®** Heucherella. Recommended Finish Size: Premium 1-GL
Heucherella ‘Catching Fire’ PPAF

WGI Introduction

H. villosa Hybrid

HERCF20, HERCF72 (Foamy Bells) A polished, vigorous perennial. Rounded, vibrant lime green leaves have defined flame-shaped markings that flare from the center like cherry red fire. In summer, markings deepen to mahogany. Cream flowers. Best in filtered sun or afternoon shade.

8-10in/16-20in/ESu/Z4-9/20 & 72ct

Asexual propagation prohibited.

Heucherella ‘Galactica’ PPAF

WGI Introduction

H. villosa Hybrid

HERGA20, HERGA72 (Foamy Bells) A perfect complement for yellow or red foliage plants. Large, dissected silvery green leaves have incredibly deep colored veining and form a very full, rounded clump. Newest leaves are olive green with a purple cast. Cream flowers.

8-10/16-20in/ESu/Z4-9/20 & 72ct

Asexual propagation prohibited.

Heucherella ‘Pink Fizz’ PP26947

WGI Introduction

HERPF20, HERPF72 (Foamy Bells) Durable perennial for sun or shade. Large, deeply lobed, soft green leaves are lightly silvered with prominent purple veins. Retains its dense habit and coloration all season. Pure pink flowers pop open from hot pink buds on densely packed flower wands.

8in/10-13in/ESu-MSu/Z4-9/20 & 72ct

Asexual propagation prohibited.

Heucherella ‘Pumpkin Spice’ PPAF

WGI Introduction

H. villosa Hybrid

HERPS20, HERPS72 (Foamy Bells) Bronze red leaves emerge in late spring and hold its color well into early summer. Each lobed leaf has deep mahogany centers that follow the veins of the leaf. Dark red stems hold cream flowers.

8-10in/16-20in/ESu/Z4-9/20 & 72ct

Asexual propagation prohibited.
Hibiscus

When to Plant
All Regions
Plant G1s in MSp-LSp
Plant 72s in ESu-MSu

Growing and Finishing
• When the bare root plants start to grow, pinch the top growth back once to 3-5 nodes. Then drench the entire plant with 1ppm uniconazole (Sumagic®) one week after pinching.
• Keep plants moist at all times to prevent leaf drop and the flower buds from aborting.
• Hibiscus grows very quickly and requires ample amounts of fertilizer. Feed with 150-200ppm N constant liquid feed at every watering. Recommended EC is 2.5-3.5 using the pour through method.
• An advantage to growing Hibiscus outdoors is that the more natural growing cycle allows intermediate blooming varieties the time to set buds up the stems, a key selling point. Plants grown indoors tend to stretch and not set buds up the stems.
• Scout regularly for Japanese beetles, sawfly larvae, spider mites, and whiteflies, treating as needed.
• Both bare root and plugs will finish in 12-14 weeks in their respective recommended containers. Allow 6 weeks from the time of pinching to flower.
• Finished plants will be very large and full with at least 3-4 sturdy, flowering stems. They have a very high value at retail.

Potting and Timing
• Pot up bare root Hibiscus into 3-Gal containers in mid through late spring. Plant immediately upon arrival of your shipment. Pot up 72ct plugs into 2-Gal containers in early to mid summer.
• Use a peat/bark soil mix with a pH of 6.0-6.5.
• Place the potted plants directly outside, under full sun, after the last frost date and hook them up to drip irrigation. Space plants a minimum of 18in apart to have well-rounded finished plants.

Growing Bare Root Hibiscus
Growers looking for a high margin, quick turn perennial with outstanding impulse appeal should consider bare root hardy Hibiscus. Hibiscus are in their prime at the height of summer, filling the gap between early and late flowering perennials. Their dinner plate sized flowers have awesome impulse appeal and are popular with all kinds of gardeners. Hibiscus are very easy to grow if you follow these guidelines:
Hibiscus SUMMERIFIC® ’Berry Awesome’ PP27936

WGI Introduction
HIBBAG1, HIBBA72 (Rose Mallow) This stunning variety has a densely compact habit of deeply lobed, maple-like leaves, a vast improvement on older varieties. Its dark, midnight olive green foliage complements the lavender pink flowers for a showy display in late summer. Huge 7-8in ruffled flowers have a red eye.
4ft/MSu-LSu/Z4-9/G1, 72ct

All propagation prohibited.

NEW! Hibiscus SUMMERIFIC® ’Cherry Choco Latte’ PPAF

WGI Introduction
HIBCLG1, HIBCL72 (Rose Mallow) Very large, 8-9in three-dimensional flowers are white with intense deep pink veining and a notable large red eye. Attractive dark olive green foliage has bronze highlights. Replaces ’Cherry Cheesecake’ in the Proven Winners® lineup with larger flowers and improved flower form, more pronounced veining on the petals, darker foliage, and an improved, compact habit.
4ft/MSu-EFa/Z4-9/G1, 72ct

All propagation prohibited.

Proven Winners® label and container required for all SUMMERIFIC® Hibiscus. Recommended Finish Size: Premium 3-Gallon (G1), Premium 2-Gallon (72ct)
Hibiscus SUMMERIFIC® ‘Ballet Slippers’ PPAF

WGI Introduction
HIBBSG1, HIBBS72 (Rose Mallow) Great feminine appeal! Huge 7in wide, ruffled flowers are white with a deep red eye. Blush pink color appears on the edges of the petals, creating a pinwheel effect. Attractive, bright green leaves form a polished, upright habit with an extremely high bud count.

4ft/MSu-EFa/Z4-9/G1, 72ct

All propagation prohibited.

Hibiscus SUMMERIFIC® var. ‘Cranberry Crush’ PP21984

WGI Introduction
HIBCCG1, HIBCC72 (Rose Mallow) Breakthrough in WGI breeding! Naturally forms a short, compact, fully rounded clump. Near-black buds open to glossy, deep scarlet red, 7-8in flowers at each node up the stems for several months. Deep green, leathery, maple-like leaves with purple overtones.

3-4ft/MSu-EFa/Z4-9/G1, 72ct

All propagation prohibited.

Hibiscus SUMMERIFIC® ‘Perfect Storm’ PP27880

WGI Introduction
HIBPRG1, HIBPR72 (Hardy Hibiscus) Everything you would want in a Hibiscus: awesome compact habit, huge flowers, and dark foliage. About half the size of ‘Summer Storm’. 7-8in wide, white flowers are edged with light pink, with a bright red eye that radiates out with the veins.

3ft/MSu-LSu/Z4-9/G1, 72ct

Proven Winners® label and container required for all SUMMERIFIC® Hibiscus. Recommended Finish Size: Premium 3-Gallon (G1), Premium 2-Gallon (72ct).
**NEW! Hibiscus ‘Airbrush Effect’ PPAF**

**WGI Introduction**

HIBAE72, HIBAE72 (Rose Mallow) 8-8½ in, vibrant pink flowers with salmon tones have an airbrushed central white halo and a small dark red eye. Overlapping petals create a three dimensional look to the flowers. Rich, dark green foliage forms a compact habit. Lots of flower buds translate to a long season of bloom.

3½-4½ ft/MSu-EFa/Z4-9/G1, 72ct TC

---

**Hibiscus ‘Mars Madness’ PP27838**

**WGI Introduction**

HIBMS72 (Rose Mallow) Unique foliage and flower color combination. Dark olive green, maple-like leaves have copper highlights; newest leaves are coppery purple. Huge 6-8 in magenta red flowers open flat and have overlapping petals and deeply impressed veins. A later blooming selection.

4-4½ ft/LSu-EFa/Z4-9/G1, 72ct TC

Asexual propagation prohibited.

---

**Hibiscus ‘Midnight Marvel’ PP24079**

**WGI Introduction**

HIBM72 (Rose Mallow) Absolutely stunning! Combines the deep wine purple, maple-like foliage of ‘Summer Storm’ and the scarlet red, 8-9 in flowers of ‘Cranberry Crush’. Relatively compact habit; intermediate in size between its parents. Indeterminate bloomer; very long flowering selection.

4½ ft/MSu-EFa/Z4-9/G1, 72ct TC

Asexual propagation prohibited.
Hibiscus ‘Mocha Moon’ PP27837

**WGI Introduction**
HIBMOG1, HIBMO72 (Rose Mallow) A great combination of dark foliage and white flowers. Huge 7-8in, slightly cupped pure white flowers have a scarlet red eye. Flowers are produced from the top to the bottom of the plant. Bright lime green calyxes contrast nicely with the deep bronze-green foliage.

4ft/MSu-EFa/Z4-9/G1, 72ct

Asexual propagation prohibited.

Hibiscus ‘Plum Fantasy’ PP25986

**WGI Introduction**
HIBPLG1 (Rose Mallow) Incredibly floriferous; sets buds at top 6-7 nodes up the stems and blooms for months. Lipstick red buds open to very large 8-9in, vibrant magenta red flowers with a distinctly puckered texture. Dark green foliage takes on greyed purple tones in late summer.

4½-5½ft/MSu-EFa/Z4-9/G1

Asexual propagation prohibited.

Hibiscus ‘Starry Starry Night’ PP27901

**WGI Introduction**
HIBSNG1, HIBSN72 (Rose Mallow) Stunning flowers with the darkest foliage to date makes this Hibiscus a must-have. Near-black, broad, maple-like leaves. Interesting 7-8in, pale pink flowers have darker pink speckling and veining. Bright green calyxes contrast with dark foliage.

3½-4ft/MSu-EFa/Z4-9/G1, 72ct

Asexual propagation prohibited.

x/x/x/x = foliage height / scape height (where applicable) / bloom time / zone / size offered
Hibiscus ‘Summer in Paradise’ PPAF

**WGI Introduction**

HIBSIG1, HIBSI72 (Rose Mallow) A refined, full habit with a fantastic, floriferous performance. Huge 7-8in hot cerise red flowers. Medium green, maple-like leaves are accented by olive green edges. Flowers are produced from the top to the bottom of the plant.

3-3½ft/MSu-EFa/Z4-9/G1, 72ct

Asexual propagation prohibited.

Hibiscus ‘Tie Dye’ PP24078

**WGI Introduction**

HIBTDG1 (Rose Mallow) Improved bicolor selection with huge 8-10in flowers and healthy green, maple-like foliage on branched stems. Showy, ruffled, bright pink flowers with a white bull’s eye and a cherry red eye. Indeterminate bloomer; very long flowering selection.

4-5ft/MSu-EFa/Z4-9/G1

Asexual propagation prohibited.

Hibiscus ‘Vintage Wine’ PP27839

**WGI Introduction**

HIBVWG1, HIBVW72 (Rose Mallow) Near-black buds open to huge 7in, scarlet red flowers that shimmer in the sun. Dark green, heart-shaped leaves form a densely upright, columnar clump. Differs from ‘Cranberry Crush’ with the shape of its leaves, the tone of flower color, and the density of its plant habit. A later blooming selection.

4-4½ft/LSu-EFa/Z4-9/G1

Asexual propagation prohibited.